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.:.4..bstract 

It is suggested that ecoIlornlc probleI115 \vith stochastic character can he easily solved if 
the cost variables. which are stochastic in nature, have as their source the stochastic char
act'ef of the failure. The economical aSPects of reliability and the knowledge of reliability 
engineering in applied economic are of much more importance than it is devoted 
in literature. This paper presents some examples of this issue. 

In the first part. the present value computation technique using transform technique 
is outlined, which, is ra.re!y applied in economics analysis. The second part shortly sum
marises the most important theorems of reliability engineering. Finally, in the main part, 
a cost model is presented which can be used to address stochastic economic problems, 
\vhere sources of stochastisrn aie failure processes. 

Keywords: economic analysis, reliability engineering. Laplace transform. 

1. Introduction 

Economic analysis (engineering economics) and reliability engineering usu
ally appear as independent disciplines to be dealt with and taught sep
arately. Although most comprehensive textbooks of both fields (such as 
PARK and SHARP-BETTE. 1990; GOSSEN, 1991: IRESON and COOrvIBS, 1988; 
GROSH, 1989) make some direct or indirect hints at their relations to the 
other discipline, yet, these references often only in some words - suggest 
a very loose and superficial connection. In my opinion, this is not the case. 
Many stochastic economic problems can only be managed with thorough 
knowledge of both economic analysis and reliability engineering. 

In this paper I summarise some traditional basic concepts and new 
approaches of economic analysis and reliability engineering with the help 
of which I will find a solution for problems involving both disciplines. I 
think that all this will also demonstrate the close connection of both sci
entific fields. 
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2. Some Parts of Economic Analysis 

2.1 Present Ilalue of Cash Flow Series 

The theoretical and practical importance of present value and net present 
value is well known. Only the most important relations ,vill be summarised 
belmv. 

2.1.1 Present Ilalue of Discrete Cash Flow Series 

P(i) = F (. 1 ..L .)n n _ I Z , 

n=O 

\V}lere 

1: the discollilt rate 
P(i): the present value under i 
n: the number of compounding periods (usually years) 

cash flow in period n 

2.1.2 Coniinnou8 Compounding 

(1) 

In (engineering) economic analysis, year is usually used as the interest 
period because investments in engineering projects are of iong duration and 
a calendar year is a COIlVe!lient period for accounting and tax cOInputatioIl. 

and 
Ho\ve\,wer~ \\We can also use a CODlpoundil1g period that is IJlOre frequent 

thaE the annual one. In this case. Y,e must introduce the terms nominal 
interest rate and effective interest rate. The relation of both terms is 

the tniir'-,Vlno' eqllatlC)n: 

,vhere 
1: 

r: 

~11: 

r/l\1: 

==(1+ 
)' 

the effective annual interest rate 
the nominal interest rate per year 

-1. 

the number of interest (compounding) periods per year 
the interest rate per interest period 

Assuming a compounding of infinite frequency, we obtain: 

. l' (1 + r ) ),1 1 r 1 
leff = 1m "\'r - = e - . 

ivI -x 1'-
(3) 
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In this case, we speak of continuous compounding. (It is worth mentioning 
that approximation of an in reality annual compounding by a continuous 
compounding does not evolve a serious error. For example, if T =10%, then 
i ::::: 10.5%. Therefore it is usually "dlowable to use this approximation, in 
such cases where the use of continuous compounding seems to be much 
more practical.) 

2.1.3 Present Value of ContinuolLs Cash Flow 

Lt is often appropriate to treat cash flows as though they were continuous 
rather than discret.e. _.:1.:..11 of the continuous flow representation is 

for other than the nniform arld 
ones. (PARK and SHARP

Formula. of present value of continuous cash flow differs from the dis
crete case shmvn in Eg. (1) in as much as F~ becomes continuous J(t) and 
the effective anllual interest rate i for continuous compounding is er - L 

of the instead of summation yields 

)= 

,vhere: 
f the contilluolls cash flow fUllction of the project 

r the nominal imerest rate [r=ln(l+i)] 
the tin1e expressed in years 

2.2 Application of Transform Techniques zn Computation 
of Present Values 

Papers on application of various transform techniques in economic analyses 
have been appearing in bibliography of engineering economics in the early 
seventies (BUCE and HILL, 1971, 1974, 1975 and MUTH, 1977). I will 
shortly demonstrate the application of the Laplace transformation. 

2.2.1 Application of the Laplace Tmnsjonnation in 
Dete7'mination of ContinuOlLS Cash Flow Present VallLe 

The general formula of present value of continuous cash flows has been 
demonstrated in Eq. (4). As BeCK and HILL (1971) recognized, the gen
eral form of this integral bears a close resemblance to the definition of the 
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Laplace transforms. That is, if the function J (t) is considered to be con
tinuous, then the Laplace transform of J(t), written L{f(t)}, is defined as 
a function F(s) of the variable s by the integral 

ex; 

L{f(t)} = F(s) = J J(t)e-Sidt (5) 
o 

over the range of values of s for \vhich the integral exists. Replacing s 
in Eq. (5) with the continuous compound interest rate r simply generates 
Eq. (4); thus, taking a Laplace transform on the cash flow streams over an 
infinite horizon time (PARK and SHARP-BETTE, 1990): 

Per) = L{J(t)}. (6) 

As Laplace transform of the most important functions can be found in 
tables (e. g. FODOR, 1966), and the operational rules of Laplace transform 
are also known (e.g. FODOR 1966), the almost optional present value J(t) 
can be relatively simply determined. On the basis of the above, we can 
also determine the present values of the general form of the most important 
continuous cash flows. By tabulating these present values, we obtain a ,veIl 
applicable tool for quick determination of present values of cash flows with 
different characteristics, represented in Table 1. 

3. Some Parts of Reliability Engineering 

3.1 Basic Formulations 

Let T be a non-negati,,-e continuous random variable that represents ~he 
useful life (or length of life, or time to failure) of a component (or ullit or 
piece of equipment). The failure law for the component can be described 
in several ways. '0UUCc-"O the most fundamental formulation is in terms of 
F(t), the cumulative distribution function defined as the probability that 
the unit 'lives' for at most time i. and 'which 'vc \\Tite as: 

F(t) = P{T ::; i}. 

This is also referred to as the unreliability function. An equivalent and 
sometimes more useful formulation is the reliability function R(i), the prob
ability that the component lives longer than time L 'which is designated as: 

R(t) =P{T > t} 
=1 - P{T ::; i} 

=1 - F(i). 

(8) 
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-11 

It is traditional also to describe the failure law III terms of the density 
function 

f(t) = FI (t) (9) 

'which must have the follov.-ing properties that 

f(t) =~ 0, (lOa) 

x 

J f(t)dt = l. (lOb) 

D 
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3.2 Renewal Processes 

VVe have frequent occasion in reliability engineering to ,vork with rene\val 
processes, as typified by the following situation. Let an equipment consist 
of renewable units. Let this equipment start to work at time t = O. The 
m-th unit of the equipment works until it fails at time tml, when it is 
instantaneously replaced by a new one. This ne'v unit in turn functions 
until its failure at time tm2, whereupon it is immediately replaced, and so 
on. The failures occur at random times depending on the same probability 
law about which various assumptions can be made. Let cYm(t) be the 
integer random variable that designates the number of failures of m-th 
unit by time t. It is desired to formulate an expression for 

(11) 

the probability of n failures of m-th unit by time t. Let be the failures
free working time of m-th unit betv\;eeni-th and (i - 1)-th failures. If all 
T17l i are independent random variables \vith the same distribution. then we 
can define the expected value and the variance of S",(t) discrete random 
variable. in knowledge of the cOHnllutative distribution fUllction Fm{t) of 
the continuous random variable Tm. The expected value of ~Ym(t). i. e. the 
number of failures of m-th unit by time t. is the so-called renev,-al fUIlction 
Dm(t). (G,\,EDE,\,KO et aL 1965) 

= f(T. j. 

n+1 

Instead of i'uncrion 

(t) D;n (t). (1.:1) 

This is the so-called renewal density fUIlctioE t.hat gl've:o the llleal! of the 
failures occurring during the next unit of time for all momellts t the unit 
of time is small) (G,\,EDE,\,KO et 0.1.. 1965). From Eq. (9) and Eq. (H). it 
can be deduced that the renewal density fUIlctioll can be expres:oed ill the 
follmving form of the infinite series: 

:x; 

dm(t) = L fmn(t). (1;) ) 

n=1 
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As the examined equipment consists of lH independent renewable units, 
thus the rene\val function and the rene\\'al density function of the equipment 
are: 

A£ 
D(t) = 'L: Dm(t), (16) 

m=l 

M 

d(t) = 'L: dm(t). (17) 
m==l 

(G:\EDE:\KO et aL 1965). 

S.3 Speciai Renewal PTOcesses 

3.3.1 Poisson Process 

\Vhen exponential distribution is assumed for Tm. Fm(t) is as follows: 

f"" (" .)" - 1 _ -~\mt m r - _ e . (18) 

where Ai. the parameter of the exponential distribution, is the so-called 
PoissoIl (rene\val) process. In this case Pmn(t). Dm and dm(t) can be 
ViTitten in the follO\\"ing simple forms (G:\EDE:\KO et aL 1965): 

P{ \ 7("'-) } (Amt)n) -)'m i 
= _ L = n = --,-" e , 

n. 
(19) 

(20) 

(21 ) 

3.3.2 Renewal Process with Normal Distribution 

If the distribution of Tm is a normal distribution and we assume that (j' < < 
{L where (j' is the standard deviation and J1 is the expected value of T m , then 
Dm(t) and dm(t) are given as follows (GNEDE:\KO - BELJAEV SOLOVJEV. 

196':,)): 

(22) 

'where 
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which values can be easily determined by the help of tables (e. g. G ROSH. 

1989), and 
1 (t_n,u)2 

dm(t) = L ~e- 2no-:! 

n=l er 2Ttn 

:x: 

(23 ) 

This renewal density function has a very characteristic ""ave 
is depicted in Pig. 1. 

shape, which 

l/~l 

4. Some 
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I 

1, Density function of a. rene\\'al process \vith llorrnal distribution 

'Tra11sforUl 
dnd I-t(:llclbl,llty 

~~s sllo\vn in Table 1 ELt present there are I11uch 1110re ad yanced Iller hods for 
present 'value n"''''~,T1()r,'' peTD1itting treatll1ent of 1110fe ,'(',n'ni1f':c;,·,yJ cash 
no\\" series and cash TIO\Y stl'eanlS. I-Io~\ve\"er~ these OppOI't unities CCtIlIUH 

utilised if models cannot be filled in \y-ith data of appropriate accuracy_ 
and analyses in engineering economics lose their meaning due to lack of 
appropriate data. An essential pan of these necessary data represent the 
cost data, thus, their estimation with the highest possible accuracy is a 
task of key importance, 

In the opinion of IRESO~ and COO:VlBS (1966), the majority of cost 
estimating methods is based on the premise that the system cost is in a 
quantifiable \vay logically related to some of the system's physical or per
formance characteristics. This is generally derived from historical cost data 
by regression analysis, The most common form of estimating algorithm is: 

(24) 



where 
C: the amount of cost 
f: Cl mathematical function 
.1'1, .... Xn: cost \'ariables correlated \vith some physical or 

performance characteristics of the system (equipment). 

The llndou bted advantage of this approach is its easy application. Its 
disadyantage. on the oTher hand. is that it a deterministic model for 
T he changes of the CO';! - \\'hich wrv often rneans an exaggerated simplifi
cation. There is. hmwYE'l'. a differem approach as \"'./el1. \Ve can derive from 
historical cost data the functions of cost yariables. In this case, naturally. 
rhe C cost becomes a random i'ariable. This method also gives a stochas-
lie Illodel. strnctnre the model makes its 
applicaTion impossible. 

In my opinion a 2nixiure of thesE'" t\vo models can giyc in many cases 
Cl better model than any. I suggest that. in the case of such cost variables, 
\vhich have significant ""eight 011 the cost changes and 1.vhich have very 
srrong stochastic characrer. to keep the stochastic character and, concern-

the rest .. to use deternlinistic functions. 
'i.t first sight, this mixture model may certainly seem to be too com

plicated and hardly applicable in practice, but in many cases it is not so. 
I{o\vever~ "very often the cost variahles; \~v'hich ha've to be rnanaged in a 
stochastic way. mean sonH' rene\val process, so they are easily manageable 
\'\'ith the help of some rcliabilit:: knowledge. 

On the basis of r he a.bo\'c l1lernioned fiH,t:-;. I \';ant '[Q present another 
[nodel. But before this I s111nnlarlse SOInt' iInportant conditions of the 
cLpplicability of the model: 

_. The cost should he considered as 
,-'ariables. 

sunl of the functions of cost 

2. These \'ariables should be independem from each other. 
3. The stochastic character of the change of the amount of cost has 

its source in the stochastic character of the failure (Of course in the 
presented model we can manage stochastism of other sources as well, 
but this paper focuses on problems \,;hich can be approached with the 
help of reliability engineering). 

4. "Ve should possess functions of cost \'ariables to be managed in a 
deterministic way (i. e. \yith sufficient data to determine these func
tions). 

5. \Ve should possess sufficient data to determine the probability func
ti6ns of the renewal processes. 

6. Following each failure the renewal (replacement) takes place in very 
_~hort time. 
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7. The performance of tht equipmtllt should be uniform in time. 

The conditions 2\0. 2, 6 and 7 can be broken up, but it makes the 
model more complicated, thus I will not refer to them in this paper. 

\Vith all these conditions the model can be described as 

L .">f 

c(t) = L k/(t) + L amdm(t). 
/=1 m=l 

where: 
c(t): the cost density function sho-wing the change of cost during 

a time unit 
(of course, if this time unit is small). 

k/(t): the time function of the cost component 
induced by the I-th cost variables during the time unit. 

dm(t): the rene'wal density function of the m-th unit 
of the equipment (see Eg. (14)). 

am: the costs incurred at the failure (replacement) of 
the m-th unit of the equipment. 

(2.5 ) 

As in the economic analysis in general the task is to determine the 
present value, so in the follO\ving the determination of the present value 
will be presented. 

For analysis the time interyal should last from. (j to T. 
As in the case v:here the amount of the cost is a random yariable. the 

aim is to determine the expected \"alue of the amount of cost until T. 
The present \"alue of the deterministic pan of Eg. (25) 

L 

l==} 

gi\"es the sum of present \"alue of the components. The present v<due of the 
components call be easily determined with the help of Table:; 1. The results 
can also be considered as expected "values. where the variances are zeros. 

The determination of the present value of the stochastic part of 
Eg. (25) 

seems to be more complicated. For the sake of better understanding, let 
us examine a simple stochastic case. Let the t timing of F cash flow be a 
random variable (as can be seen in Fig. 2). 
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2. Cash TlO\V v,:ith 'lT1cert(:ln tunIng (source: PARK and SH.-\RP-BETTE~ 1990) 

Foilmving this. the expected value and the variance of the present 
value of F at a nominal rate of r (on the basis of PARK and SHARP-BETTE. 
(1990) arc given as foIl ()"I':S: 

£[P(r)j = 

r f(t)e.-rldt 
J 
o 

(26) 

(27) 

where f(t) denotes the probability density function about the timing of F. 
From Chapter 2. the expression for 

x 

./ f(t)e.-rtdt 

o 

is kllO\\"ll as the Laplace transform of the function f (t) and is denoted by 
L( r). Since the Laplace transform of most standard forms of probability 
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functions is known (e.g. in Park and SHARPE-BETTE. 1990). we may easily 
calculate E(e- rt

). That is, 

E(e- rt
) = L[f(t)] = L(I"). (28) 

The variance computation is 

(29) 

The task is to determine Lm (1"), the Lapiace transform pair of dm (t). The 
expected value and the variance of present value of the stochastic part of 
Eq. (25) are: 

1\1 .\1 

E[P(r)] = E[Pm(r)] = L amLm(r) (30) 
n1=1 

and 

Yar[P(r)] = a;,(L m (2r) - Lm(r)2) (31) 
m=l m=l 

or if time hori:wn lasts from 0 to T: 

.'11 
TT .. 

CL Yi1 ....... 172l r ) (32) 
rn=i 771=1 

aue 

(1 ( r T 
1- i r 

m=l m=] 

where pT and LT denoted the present value and the Laplace transform 
from 0 to T. 

If dm is the rene'wal density fUIlction of a Poisson rene\\"al process 
Eq. (21)), we have a very simple matter, because 

[ ] { I} CLm E Pm(r) = L CL m ~ = ~ 
Am 1/\771 

and 

[ T] T{ I} am ( -Tr) E Pm (r) = L CLm Am = rAm 1 - e . 

(34) 

(35 ) 
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In the case of rene\val process "with normal distribution, we do not haye 
to face such difficult problems either, if f1 «T. Then Eq. (23) is \yell 
approachable with the function: 

( 
" 1 

elm t) ~ - (36) 
f1 

(see Fig. 1) (G\"EDE\"KO et aL 196.5). Then the case is equal to the earlier 
OIle presented for the Poisson renewal process (see Eq. (34) and (3.5). 

If f1 is not < < T. then the task is fairly difficult. \\-e have to determine 
the Laplace transform pair of Eq. (23). As \-ye know ~he Laplace transform 
of a sum IS tile snm 

tranSIOrIYl 

of the 
r 

OI 

Laplace transforms of the elements. so the 
(23 can be ,,"rinen as: 

-T "") ~ LT( )" Lm (r" = L ~, T . (37) 
n=l 

As (iT « /1. thus LmT(T) can be closely approximated as 

>~ 

L~(r) = L L~(T). (38) 
n=l 

\vhere > I denotes the roundinoo"-off to the next "whole number. 
" 

The last t ask is to determine L~ (T), the Laplace transform pair of 

T 

1 J-e 
(JJ2mr 

o 

elL 

which can be giyen as follows: 

(39) 

If 
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and 

then 

GY ASDOR 

f-1 q = TO"-

( 40) 

On the basis of the above, the expected present value of this case can be 
also easily determined as: 

> I.. 

E[P~(r)l = t e-np[p( Fn(~ + q)) - p(qyn)J. (41 ) 
n=l 

And finally, I present Fig. 3, 'which represents a c(t) cost density function, 
and consists of three different cost components with different characters. 

\ 
\ 
\ i 
\ 

,,; 
1 

I 

(\ 
I \ 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\ 

1'., ,..., 
~"""'."""":"""'~'l""""""""""""" •••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• L. 

, '" 

-'-. 

T=4 t [years] 

Fig. 3. Cost density function. which consists of three different cost components with 
differen t characters. 
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Line 1 represents the renewal density function of a renewal process with 
normal distribution (fL = 2, CT = 0.5) (see Eq. (23)), where the cost of a 
failure is a1 = 85,000. \Ve can calculate the expected present value of this 
cost component at nominal rate 10% and time from 0 to 4 with the help 
of Eq. (39) and Eq. (40) as: 

E[Pi\10Yc)] = 

2 
S5.000 e-n01983[cp( 3. 95 fo) = .518. 

71=1 

Line 2 represents function of a POiSSOll rene"\val process 
1 year). ,yhere the cost of a failure is The c.,"'n C""T 

,;alue of this COST component at nominal rate 10%, Lime from 0 to 4 can be 
calculated on the basis of Table 1 and Eq. (21): 

Er 81, 000 )] = - e 
0.1 

')0'7 
_J t. 

Line 3 represents the cash fluv,' stream of a deterministic cost component 
( r -' 000 -0 9t) ~h 'l r h' '1 ~ " 1 J = o. e' . I, e present va ue or t ,IS strea1l1 unn 1 ='± can :le 
easily determined '\yith the help of Table 1 

E"lP3(lOD,:)] = S5,000 (- _ -,1(0, 
2 k 0.1 + 0.9 1 e 

The expected present value of c(t) time from 0 to 4 is the sum of the three 
cOlllponents: 

E[pl(10o/c)] = E[Pi1 (10%)] + E[Pi(10%)] + E[Pi(10%)] = 813,723. 

5. Summary 

The computation of the present value of many stochastic economic prob
lems can be easily managed using a cost model based on reliability engineer
ing approach. This is therefore achieved by using the Laplace transform 
pairs o{the main rene\val processes, as they give simple functional forms. 

It is recommended that further literature reviews need to deal with 
these issues more thoroughly. 
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